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Abstract:	
Over the years, productivity studies conducted for horizontal multistage
completions have shown significant stage-wise variability. Optimizing
such completions could hold the key to unlocking true value from shale
reservoirs and improving well economics. Traditional hydraulic fracturing
programs use the same fracture design along laterals without any
consideration for changes in the reservoir and wellbore conditions. Methods
using mechanical rock properties require expensive petrophyisical logging
data, while those involving use of drill cuttings can be highly resource
intensive and time consuming. In this paper, we introduce a novel approach,
which utilizes routinely available data such as measurements made while
drilling and petrophyisical data as available within a fracture spacing design
framework. We validate our approach through application on multiple wells
by comparing results from our workflow with post completion production
logging. Finally, we highlight the potential advantages and pitfalls in our
approach and present a roadmap for future implementation in different
plays.
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1

Introduction

While the advent of multistage hydraulic fracturing in long lateral completions
has revolutionized shale oil and gas production, the process still lacks the robust
understanding of what happens downhole within the reservoir and what leads
to the significant variability in productivity from completed stages. A significant
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amount of work has gone into improving our understanding of these completions, and some of these observations have provided enough information to try
and improve fracture spacing design. Traditional approach to completion design
involves use of transient rate-time analysis to identify key design parameters (permeability and fracture half lengths) and using them to predict well performance [1].
Stage spacing is a critical design parameter, which is impacted by c onsiderations
of reservoir permeability [2], stress shadowing effects [3, 4], SRV considerations
[5], and economic considerations such as net present value [6]. Other more elaborate techniques at optimizing stage spacing include use of microseismic data [7],
and fracture network modeling [8] to name a few. In practical applications, what
is desirable is to take a holistic view of the completion process and utilize as much
data and analysis as possible for design [9]. While holistic design techniques are
in place, most methods do not account for variability in reservoir and completion
effects along the long laterals. From production logs and distributed acoustic and
temperature sensing data, we know that many clusters show insignificant to no
production, creating zones with very low productivity. This clearly indicates that
the “one size fits all” approach creates sub-optimal fracture design, and this has
been abundantly recognized by the industry [10]. We believe that while design
issues (such as fracturing efficiency) are important; formation quality is critical, as
sections with lower quality should have modified fracture density to provide for
adequate drainage.
Many novel approaches have been suggested in the past few years, which involve
a thorough investigation of the reservoir properties and the geomechanical aspects
of completion in shale formations. One recent example highlighting an engineered
fracture spacing design approach uses characterization of reservoir and completion
quality, which are used to predict proper stage 
placement [11]. Microseismic
monitoring and other geophysical tools can also allow for improvements in design
based on observations [12]. Generating pseudo logs for lateral sections of wellbore
based on observations from the vertical pilots is an established technique [13] for
understanding laterals and improving associated completions. Methods looking
at fracability alone and utilizing stochastic optimization techniques have been
evaluated [14]. The need for running wireline petrophysical logs for at least the
vertical pilots, and the need for core analysis and correlation are well understood.
These are not routinely available, and therefore, we felt there was a need for a
technique that can be applied on any well to provide a quick optimal design suggestion based on the historic field data available for the play in question and the
mud log data from the well under consideration.
For this study, we wanted to devise a technique that can systematically
distribute fracture stages for more effective drainage of the reservoir without the
use of expensive wireline or logging while drilling data. What is unique about
our completion design approach is the use of mud log data for completion design
in the absence of any wireline petrophysical or geomechanical data from that
area. This is expected to work reasonably well, provided a predictive model for
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rock properties can be developed. In our approach, we use a hybrid AI (Artificial
Intelligence) based modeling workflow to predict geomechanical properties where
stage spacing design utilizes mud log gas shows, as well as predicted geomechanical rock properties, within a predefined design framework.

2

Method

For most new field development programs in unconventional plays, vertical pilot
wells are drilled, cored, and logged in order to gain a robust understanding of
the formation before completions can be designed. These pilots provide v
 aluable
insights into the rock, including the mineralogy, in situ stress state, organic content,
lithology, porosity, etc. to name a few. This wealth of data can be used to predict the behavior of the well laterals drilled from the pilot. Using data from such
pilots, we propose to design predictive models for reservoir properties, which can
be obtained from mud log data alone. This allows for wider applicability of the
design methodology without compromising on upfront well completion costs. We
propose a hybrid neural network (Neuro-Fuzzy) workflow, which uses mud log
data and geomechanical predictive models to design a fracture density model,
which can then be used to place fracture clusters.
Mud logs typically provide estimates for observed gas shows, Gamma ray for
geo-steering purposes, and rate of penetration data. We understand that Gamma
ray logs can provide indications of shale layers, which have higher 
natural
radioactivity. Gas shows could indicate possible productive or non-productive
zones and also potential naturally fractured zones. However, the observed gas
shows are influenced by rate of penetration which in turn can be impacted by a
multitude of factors, not all of which are due to reservoir conditions. The gamma
ray tool is also influenced by the erratic drilling speeds and varying wellbore conditions encountered during drilling, in general. In order to develop the suggested
design framework, we have to answer some important questions posed at the
outset. Most importantly we want to see how these parameters relate to zonal
productivity potential, whether the impact is verifiable, and which parameters are
needed for reasonable design solutions. To find these answers, we use available
data from multiple wells from the Marcellus shale play, and verify through observations the necessary framework for the proposed design approach.

2.1 Impact of Natural Fractures
The initial step is to understand how some factors may play an important role
within our fracture spacing design framework. Marcellus and other shale plays are
known to have varying natural fracture distributions, and depending on the i n-situ
condition as well as the properties of the injected fluid/proppant, these could
significantly enhance the productivity of the stimulated well. In the Marcellus
play, prior data suggests presence of natural fracture swarms as a result of local
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stress perturbations occurring over geologic timelines [15]. These natural fracture
swarms are known to contribute significantly to overall production by providing
additional surface area for gas to move from matrix to the connected fractures and
eventually to the producing well.
Identification of naturally fractured zones is a key element in accurate
understanding of well behavior but this is not easy to achieve due to the need for
use of indirect measurement techniques or proxies to identify the zones where
the reservoir is fractured a-priori. While there are many available techniques for
fracture characterization in reservoirs, we use available microseismic data from
one of the wells under study (henceforth Well #1) to characterize fractures. This is
made possible due to the ways in which hydraulic fractures interact with naturally
fractured rock and the impact such interaction has on the final fractured rock
volume in terms of fracture network complexity, fracture network dimensions,
and magnitude distribution of the microseisms [16].
In this context, we look at two different properties evaluated based on the distribution of induced microseismicity associated with the hydraulic fracturing process.
The first is the b value distribution, which is obtained from the G
 utenberg-Richter
law, providing the relationship between the magnitude of the seismic event and
the total number of earthquakes in any given region and time period of at least that
magnitude [17]. Higher b value is indicative of a larger portion of small earthquakes
compared to bigger ones. Since in the presence of natural fracture swarms, many
re-activations are expected, b values tend to be higher when hydraulic fractures
interact with such zones [18]. In this study, we look at the overall distribution of
events and their b value estimates for every completed stage and try to interpret
post completion production logs. We expect zones showing higher b value to be
indicative of presence of natural fractures and therefore, they should correlate
strongly with gas shows and production log data run for some of these test wells.
Similarly, higher length-to-width ratio (or the ratio of the two principal dimensions
of the microseismic event cloud) is indicative of an elongated perturbed zone with
lower degree of complexity in the created fracture network. On the other hand,
a lower length-to-width ratio suggests a more complex network, which could be
due to substantive interaction of the propagating hydraulic fractures with natural
fractures [19]. Figure 1 shows length-to-width aspect ratio as mapped with borehole
microseismic data and how it correlates with evaluated b values for the same stages.
Figure 2 shows another example where b value has been compared with
production logs and other relevant data to highlight these observations and how
they correlate with mud log gas shows. We observe a poor correlation between b
values and observed fracture density from image logs, which is expected as image
logs are subject to interpretation errors (and so is b-value analysis). However, image
logs only provide a snapshot of fractures at the wellbore unlike b-value, which
defines the spatio-temporal seismicity distribution. We observe reasonable correlation between sections showing very high flow contribution and sections indicating highly complex fractured zones from b value distribution. Finally, we observe
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Figure 1 Stage-wise distribution of microseismic derived (a) ‘b value’ and (b) length-to- width
ratio for a study well. Subplot (c) shows cross plot of the two showing a strong positive
correlation between the two parameters.

a reasonable correlation between production log and highly fractured sections of
the reservoir, as well as a reasonably strong correlation between production log
and high gas composition from mud log gas show data. The observed correlation
between mud log gas shows and production log data over certain depth intervals
has been observed for multiple wells and provides one element governing our
stage/cluster spacing optimization workflow. Even though the correlation is not
perfect, in conjunction with gamma log readings and rate of penetration data, a
strong correlation between the observed production and modeled geomechanical
properties governing production in shale reservoirs should be possible as it may
take care of some of the outlier observations.
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Figure 2 (a) Microseismic derived ‘b value’, (b) image log derived fracture density, (c) mud
log gas shows (red: 1 and blue: 0), and (d) production log for a study well. The properties
(except production log data) are normalized between 0 and 1. The black insert in subplot (d)
indicates the section of the wellbore where production log could not be run.

Based on the observations, our design workflow involves utilizing relevant routinely logged data from mud logs (gas shows, rate of penetration, and gamma
ray) and models for rock properties such as Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio
using data from Well #1. These in turn are used to predict rock brittleness, which
we correlate with another brittleness measure from lithological distribution to
validate the brittleness function before actual use. This is because lithology has
an impact on rock properties and therefore, rock brittleness can be considered a
function of Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio [20]. Broadly speaking, Increasing
Young’s Modulus or decreasing Poisson’s Ratio is indicative of more brittle formations. This modeled brittleness is then used in conjunction with gas shows to
identify the optimal hydraulic fracture/ cluster density along the lateral. The basic
framework governing our design is to provide for more cluster density in regions
susceptible to lower productivity behavior in order to improve overall production
from the completed lateral. Based on this fracture density model, clusters are
populated along the length of the lateral by honoring the background modeled
density values.

2.2

Workflow

Apart from the pre-completion drilling data, the proposed workflow requires
some rock properties derived from specialty logging such as dipole sonic or spectral azimuthal gamma for representative lithologic layers. This data is typically
available for a given field, especially new development fields where a single or
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 ultiple pilot wells are drilled before a full field development drilling program
m
is implemented. This is necessary to model for the same properties based on routine mud log data by deriving the necessary models. The workflow involves the
following steps:
1. Training wells are nominated based on availability of relevant specialty
logging data and the exact position of the well in relation to various
shale sub-layers. The original high-resolution mud log data is inverted by
passing through a low pass filter, and the filtered data is compared with the
original so as to make sure that the univariate statistics show a reasonably
good match. Multiple inputs are generated using multiple filters.
2. The filtered mud log data are used as input to design a feed forward backpropagation neural network model. The model is trained to predict desired
output rock properties (Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio). The model
design includes the usual training, validation and testing phase. Care is
taken to prevent over-fitting of the data as well as having a reasonable
network in terms of size. We use a network with single hidden layer and
10:1 ratio for number of hidden layer nodes when compared with number
of sample points. Models specific to defined lithological layers are tagged
and stored for application.
3. For application of the design, data from the candidate well is identified,
and it is segmented based on predefined lithological layers. Corresponding
models are applied after careful filtering of data using the filters obtained
in step 1.
4. Based on the generated geomechanical models, a rock brittleness parameter
is computed. The resulting parameter is combined within the predefined
hydraulic fracture density design framework shared later. It works on the
basis of partially weighting mud log gas shows and modeled properties
to get the final density values. The density model is normalized and fractures/clusters are placed based on the behavior of this modeled parameter.

2.3

Model Fine-tuning

We need to highlight that there are multiple input properties being used in
the modeling process where each comes with varying degrees of associated
uncertainties. As an example, modeled rock properties have a high degree of
uncertainty due to modeling errors, particularly at large offset from design
wells. Similarly, mud log gas shows can sometimes show erroneous readings
due to gas flow into the wellbore downstream of the drilling bit. Similarly, the
framework relating modeled rock properties and gas shows with naturally
fractured zones in the reservoir is loosely defined due to a lack of adequate
corroborative data. Moreover, multiple input sets are generated from singular
properties using variable filter parameters. All these add up to create a highly
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non-unique solution space and therefore, finding the right framework for combining these parameters to define a hydraulic fracture density model can be a
challenge.
In order to tide over these uncertainties, we use a fuzzy classification technique to identify the definition boundaries with adequate fuzziness so as to
classify sections of the lateral in terms of cluster spacing design by taking into
account the underlying uncertainty as well. At the same time, if production logs
are available and the broad framework is well defined (such as highly brittle rock
and high gas shows should lead to a lower modeled hydraulic fracture spacing
density, etc.), we can try to generate the best possible model (and correspondingly, the best possible fuzzy classifier) to match the designed fracture density
with the observed production behavior post completion. This is accomplished by
using an evolutionary algorithm to minimize a predefined error function which
tries to match the inverse of modeled fracture density with the observed cluster
wise production. The fuzzy rules set which defines the modeling framework we
used is as follows:
• Rule #1: Low modeled brittleness and low gas shows imply very high
density.
• Rule #2: Medium modeled brittleness and low gas shows imply very high
density.
• Rule #3: High modeled brittleness and low gas shows imply high density.
• Rule #4: Low modeled brittleness and medium gas shows imply high
density.
• Rule #5: Medium modeled brittleness and medium gas shows imply
medium density.
• Rule #6: High modeled brittleness and medium gas shows imply medium
density.
• Rule #7: Low modeled brittleness and high gas shows imply low density.
• Rule #8: Medium modeled brittleness and high gas shows imply low
density.
• Rule #9: High modeled brittleness and high gas shows imply very low
density.
Here the ‘density’ values indicate final fracture density (or perforation cluster
density) recommendation to be made by the designed fracture density model. We
do note that these rules suggest relatively lower fracture cluster count for the so
called sweet spots. Since the decision on how much to frac and where is a highly
complex one with well economics playing a major role, the workflow is adaptable
enough so that the rules can be flipped with the high density recommendations
changed to low density recommendations and vice versa. This approach is useful
in cases where specific well intervals have a predictable behavior and sensitivity
to stimulation.
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2.4

Need for Artificial Intelligence

There are three computational elements using AI techniques used in this workflow. We need to consider the need for using said methods in this study. We understand that though broad relationships between Gamma Ray measurements and
rock properties are expected due to influence of clay content on said properties,
the relation may not always hold due to other influences. The same holds true
for hydrocarbon indicator used for modeling (mud log gas shows). Due to this
non-linearity and in-exactness in the relationship between geomechanical properties and gamma ray, Artificial Neural Nets are ideally suited since they can map
highly nonlinear relations if properly modeled and calibrated and are very robust
in handling noisy data [21].
Furthermore, a broad correlation between modeled and observed properties and the desired application (hydraulic fracture spacing design) can be easily defined [e.g. higher gas shows and higher modeled brittleness leads to lower
cluster density, etc.]. However with the high uncertainty in the available inputs,
a simplistic framework for combining said properties may not capture the relationships accurately. A classic solution to such a classification problem is to use
a Fuzzy Inference System. They are easy to understand as they are governed by
fuzzy rules, which are semantic in nature, even though the underlying evaluation
is mathematical. They have the ability to optimally search for the best classifier set
definitions to match the observed data. They are simple yet highly adaptable and
can work with the imprecise and incomplete data that we have [22].
Finally, as stated already, the designed fracture density and observed production behavior mismatch is minimized by using an evolutionary search routine.
The big advantage with using such an approach is that it is highly scalable and adaptable and can be used to solve for multi-dimensional, non-differential, non-continuous
and non-parametric problems. They are intuitive and very easy to build and therefore provide an optimal search algorithm for the problem at hand [23].

3

Data

We apply this approach to three wells from two separate well pads (separated by
10’s of miles from one another). The data from Well #1 for Pad #1 is used as the
design data as the well had open-hole logging carried out for the vertical pilot as
well as the horizontal section of the well. Two other wells were used as application wells for validating the models as each had a production log available for
independent validation. These include Well #2 associated with the same well pad
as Well #1 and Well #3 associated with Pad #2. Figure 3 shows the various lithological layers of relevance across Well #1. We can clearly observe that the well lateral
intersects two layers (Zone C or the target zone and zone B which is the overburden lower Marcellus layer) of interest, and we use the available data to model the
geomechanical properties for these two layers.
DOI: 10.7569/JSEE.2016.629506
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Since we have extensive wireline logging done for this long lateral (Well #1),
we can use the data from the logs to estimate geomechanical and other properties, which in turn form the basis for our model design framework using artificial
neural nets. Apart from the standard mud log gas shows available from drilling
records, other wireline tools run for this well (both for the horizontal lateral and
the vertical sections) include standard measurements such as density, porosity,
and resistivity, as well as lithological tools to identify mineralogy and organic
content. A thorough petrophysical analysis was carried out for the entire logged
wellbore, and the geomechanical properties were ascertained using the lithology
data. Gamma from both the actual wireline logging run and the mud log data was
correlated to validate applicability for other “application” wells which lack similar
wireline logs.
Using the geomechanical properties and the mud log data available for well #1,
the entire dataset was pruned such that two separate datasets were generated. The
inputs were expanded using multiple filtering bandwidths to extract features at
different frequency spectrums, which might hold physical meaning and therefore
are valuable in the modeling process. The inputs were in turn used to develop
two separate models for two separate reservoir (shale) units, namely Zone C and
Zone B as discussed earlier and observed from Figure 3. However, based on the
well trajectory along the lateral, the two sections have varied data density in terms
of available sampling points. From the mud logs, while Zone C has approximately
600 data points, zone B only has approximately 70 data points, which makes results
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Figure 3 Well #1 cross-section showing well track in reference to the varying lithologic
formations in the Marcellus shale play. The lateral is restricted to Zones C & D.
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from the model defined for this zone susceptible to more errors. Figure 4 shows
sample rock property (Poisson’s Ratio) modeled for these two layers, and we can
observe relatively higher errors for the Lower Marcellus Layer compared to the
target layer due to said mismatch.
For network training, care is necessary to prevent either over-fitting or nonrepresentative dataset generation. Care is taken in the neural network design with
the ratio of number of network nodes to the number of data samples kept at less
than 0.10. Also, segments from each Zone are combined making sure that they are
representative of varying behavioral aspects of the property being modeled (such
as sudden rise or drop in value). The final network models are chosen based on
the minimized error observed within the network validation process (Figure 5).
With the individual geomechanical models as well as the composite brittleness
model ready for use, the next step is to identify the best fuzzy set definitions corresponding to the rules defined earlier. Figure 6 shows the final identified rules
set which corresponds with the best match between the predicted fracture density
models and the observed production log behavior for Well #1.
Once the model is ready for application, all of the model design parameters
are stored for later use with application test scenarios. These include the number
of layers in the network, number of nodes in the hidden, input and output layers,
trained weights associated with each node in the network, activation functions
associated with each node, biases within the network, etc. These saved models
are in turn applied to any dataset from “application” wells to generate hydraulic f racture/cluster density maps. The final fracture density maps need to be rescaled in order to make sure that sufficient “maximum” and “minimum” fracture
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Figure 4 (a) Modeled Poisson’s Ratio compared with actual log derived values and
(b) corresponding error mismatch for Zone B and (c) Modeled Poisson’s Ratio compared
with actual log derived values and (d) corresponding error mismatch for Zone C.
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spacing is maintained before final fracture or perforation cluster placement. These
maxima and minima limits can be independently evaluated using other stage
design approaches discussed in the introduction to this study.

4

Results

Before the models can be applied to other wells, they need to be categorized based
on lithological layers associated with each portion of the wellbore to be analyzed.
This is done by using the same approach as used for the training well (Well #1) as
discussed earlier. Once the wellbore has been characterized, these segmented subsections are evaluated for rock properties by using the corresponding rock property predictive artificial neural net derived models. We will share the design results
obtained using the models for the two application wells (Well #2 and Well #3) and
compare the observations with production log data. This will allow validation of
the observed results using independent production log results, which is critical
as initial production is the key for rapid return on investment in shale gas wells.
We again note that while Well # 2 belongs to the same pad as the training well
(Well #1), Well #3 is located 10’s of miles from the first pad and incorporates a different completion design.
Before we look into the application wells (Well #2 & Well #3), we apply the
derived models to data from the training well itself (Well #1) using the segmented
modeling approach. Based on the wellbore location in reference to lithological
units (Figure 3), separate models are applied to the dataset along the wellbore.
Figure 7 shows the results for this particular test case and as expected, we get a
good match between the suggested fracture density derived from the proposed
workflow and the production log data for Well #1.
We note that the original completion for Well #1 involved 18 stages with 4 perforation clusters per stage and an inter-stage separation of ~ 280 feet. The modified
spacing design as suggested by the workflow is shown in Figure 7(b). As observed
from these results, significant mismatch is observed close to 6900 ft. (measured
depth), which could be due to the wellbore lying either very close to or at the
interface of zone B & zone C (Figure 3). This would make it difficult to interpret
which model is the right model and applicable for corresponding sections of the
wellbore.
For Well #2, we ran three tests with the first test incorporating the model associated with zone C for the entire lateral (Case 2A), the second test incorporating
the model associated with zone B for the entire lateral (Case 2B), and the third test
incorporating segment wise modeling using both models based on location of the
lateral in relation to the lithological units (Case 2C). Figure 8 shows the modeling and design results for Case 2A, Figure 9 shows the results for Case 2B, and
Figure 10 shows the results for Case 2C.
We note that the original completion profile for Well #2 involved 14 stages with
4 perforation clusters per stage with an inter-stage separation of ~300 feet. We can
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Figure 7 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based
on the model results for Well #1 incorporating both zone B & zone C models using segmented modeling approach. Red arrow
indicates section with significant mismatch between production and designed fracture density.
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Figure 8 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based on
the model results for Well #2 incorporating model from zone C. Green arrow indicates section with significant mismatch between
production and designed fracture density, which corresponds with wellbore section falling outside zone C.
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Figure 9 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based on
the model results for Well #2 incorporating model from zone B. Green arrows indicate sections with significant mismatch between
production and designed fracture density, some of which corresponds with wellbore section falling outside zone B.
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clearly see sections along the wellbore where the design recommendation suggests sparser clusters and other sections which suggest denser cluster spacing.
This correlates well with the production log results with sections suggesting
denser clusters showing lower productivity and vice versa. This is desirable considering the defined modeling framework discussed earlier. However, for Case 2A
& Case 2B, the predicted fracture spacing design does not match well with the
observed stage-wise productivity behavior at some locations (identified by red
arrow). This can be attributed to the model applicability issue in certain sections
of the wellbore, depending on whether the well track is within the zone defining
the applied geomechanical model or not.
For Case 2C, we observe a much better match along the entire completed lateral, and this is due to segmented modeling approach where the correct model
(based on the location of the wellbore in reference to the lithological units) is used
(Figure 10). This validates the applicability of the proposed approach for wells
within proximity of the well used in training our models.
For Well #3, the completion design was significantly different with 27 stages
and 4 perforation clusters per stage with an inter-stage separation of 200 feet. Once
again we generate results incorporating the model associated with zone C for the
entire lateral (Case 3A), the second test incorporating model associated with zone
B for the entire lateral (Case 3B) and the third test incorporating segment wise
modeling using both models based on location of lateral (Case 3C). Since Well #3 is
at an offset of 10’s of miles from Well #1, we expect the results to be not as robust
as was the case with Well #2. Figure 11 shows the modeling and design results for
Case 3A, Figure 12 shows the results for Case 3B, and Figure 13 shows the results
for Case 3C.
For Case 3A & Case 3B, the predicted fracture spacing design does not match
well with the observed stage-wise productivity behavior at sections highlighted
using red arrows. This can be attributed to the model applicability issue in certain
sections of the wellbore, depending on whether the track is within the zone defining the applied geomechanical model or not, as observed with the earlier test case.
Other issues include the robustness of the model at separation of 10’s of miles as
well as issues with inadequate data for zone B model as highlighted earlier.
For Case 3C (Figure 13) using segmented modeling approach, we observe
a much better match along the completed lateral. However once again, there
are small sections of the lateral where the fracture placement recommendation based on density model does not match well with the production log
observations.
Next we highlight the issue of model robustness due to data inadequacy. As
observed from Figure 12, a certain section of the modeled fracture density along
the wellbore shows significantly poor results suggested by the consistent high values from ~9300 feet to ~11700 feet (measured depth). This is because the model
from zone B is poorly defined due to lack of adequate data as discussed earlier.
While the laterals for both Well #1 and Well #2 fall mostly within the target zone
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Figure 10 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based on
the model results for Well #2 incorporating both zone B & zone C models using segmented modeling approach. We do not see
any significant mismatch between the predicted fracture density behavior and the productivity of completed perforation clusters.
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Figure 11 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based on
the model results for Well #3 incorporating model from zone C. Green arrows indicate sections with significant mismatch between
production and designed fracture density, some of which corresponds with wellbore section falling outside zone C.
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Figure 12 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based on
the model results for Well #3 incorporating the model from zone B. Green arrows indicate sections with significant mismatch
between production and designed fracture density, some of which corresponds with wellbore section falling outside zone B.
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Figure 13 Figure showing (a) the comparison between modeled fracture density and available production log, (b) TVD behavior
along lateral with traditional equally spaced perforation locations, and (c) the actual fracture spacing recommendation based on
the model results for Well #2 incorporating both zone B & zone C models using segmented modeling approach. Green arrows
indicate sections with significant mismatch between production and designed fracture density.
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C, significant sections of the wellbore corresponding to the identified depth interval for Well #3 fall within overburden zone B (as observed in Figure 13 from
~10300 feet measured depth to ~11000 feet measured depth). Therefore, these erroneous artifacts are observed for both Case 3B and 3C, which makes use of geomechanical models from zone B.

4.1 Applicability Considerations
Based on our results, we can say with some degree of confidence that this
approach can be useful in designing completions (stage or cluster spacing) of
wells within the same well pad provided major sections of the wellbore do not fall
very close to or at the interface between geologically distinct layers with significant v
 ariability in geomechanical properties. Moreover, presence of local faulting
or completion of nearby wells post drilling operations of the candidate well can
also have a significant impact on results. Since the proposed method works with
multiple models, based on a segmented modeling approach, it is critical that each
model is robust as well as well-defined, and its reliability should be ascertained
before application.
For wells at significant offset from those wells used for model design,
applicability can suffer depending on lithologic variability across spatial distance,
as well as other formation properties. However, our results show that properly
designed models and segmented modeling approach can still provide reasonably
good fracture density maps and spacing recommendations.
Beyond the questions regarding effectiveness of the models, the methodology
used, and applicability close to and away from those wells used for model training
and design, a more fundamental question is the efficacy of the design framework
proposed in this study. Figure 14 highlights the broad framework in question as
well as one possible alternative framework to highlight this issue.
Since the question of how to proceed with the completion design framework is a
complex one with well economics playing an integral part in any decision making
process, a more thorough investigation and decision making based on particulars
of the wells being completed using this approach is essential. As an example, the
decision on which framework to choose could be decided by price factors (gas vs.
oil/condensate rich play) as well as reservoir related considerations (Clay richness,
natural fractures, etc. to name just two).

5

Concluding Remarks

We have introduced a fracture spacing design approach which makes use of routinely collected mud log data apart from some reference wireline specialty logs to
model for complex geomechanical properties of the rock surrounding the wellbore. These models along with observed gas shows are used to propose variable
perforation cluster spacing along the wellbore laterals. We have demonstrated
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Figure 14 (a) Well schematic showing localized sweet spot due to intersecting natural
fracture swarm (green box) and (b) hydraulic fracture density framework suggested in this
study with (c) potential alternate framework along the wellbore lateral.

this approach to be useful at small (100’s of feet) as well as large (10’s of miles)
geographical offsets from the wells used to train said models. The proposed
methodology identifies local sweet spots that require less stimulation and areas
where more stimulation is needed. By redistributing the hydraulic fracture density
along the wellbore, we aim to balance stimulation costs and long-term production
performance.
While many methods have been proposed over the years which utilize data
from such specialty wireline logs to predict well behavior or recommend completion design, the key discriminator with our proposed fracture spacing design
methodology is the ability to apply the technique at geographically far off wells
without having to update the geomechanical models. The key is to use a welldefined modeling framework and production log or other completion quality
attributes (such as from fiber-optic data) to constrain the designed models so that
they can mimic well behavior upon completion with reasonable accuracy.
Based on the results we have observed from multiple wells, including those
shared in this study, we hypothesize that this approach should work in most situations provided proper care is taken before applying this approach. However, the
proposed approach needs to be validated as it may not hold under many situations
depending on economic considerations. For future work, we propose to carry out
extensive modeling studies and generate guidelines for applicability under varying scenarios as suggested in this work.
In the future, we plan on using a fuzzy or probabilistic classifier to decide which
model to be used depending on the closeness of the well track to a particular lithologic boundary. This is due to significant uncertainty ranging from 10’s to 100’s of
feet when it comes to layer boundaries and exact well location, which can make
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the decision making on models to be used for design very non-representative. We
hope to test this approach on multiple wells in other shale plays (Permian Basin).
We also expect to conduct similar design work for multiple wells which are geographically spread out and validate these observations.
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